The condition that L be a split torus is that L be a torus such that every (respectively some faithful) ^-representation of L is diagonalizable over k. For a torus L to be split, it is necessary and sufficient that L be the A -span kL π of L π = {xeL\x p -x}. (See [2] , [7, pp. 127-128] .)
The condition that L be nil is that L consist of nilpotent elements or, equivalently, that every (respectively some faithful) prepresentation of L be nil triangulable over k. There is a unique 274 DAVID J. WINTER maximal nil ideal of L, which is a p-ideal of L called the nilradical Nil L of L. One proves this by observing that if A and B are nil ideals, the A + B is a nil ideal. For (A + B)/B and B are nil, whence A + B is nil.
Some of the following material is closely related to work of Seligman [5] and Schue [3] -notably Theorem 1.2 and Corollaries 1.5, 2.4, 2.5. We therefore give only a short sketch of a proof for Theorem 1.2, which we base on Lemma 1.3 whose proof is of interest in its own right. The proofs of 1.5, 2.4, 2.5 are then quite short in the present development, and are included since they give new insight into the results. THEOREM 1.2 (Seligman [5] , Schue [3] ). Every (respectively some faithful p-representation of L is triangulable over k and only if the Lie p-algebra L/Nil L is a split torus). Proof. We first show that every element of L is semisimple. To simplify the notation, we take a faithful triangulation over k and assume that L is a Lie p-algebra of upper triangular matrices. Suppose that some x e L is not semisimple and take such an x with minimal rank. Letting a be an nonzero eigenvalue of x f a~ιx is triangular with eigenvalue 1, so that a~ιx -(a~ιx) p has lower rank than does x. Thus, a~ιx -(a~ιx) p is semisimple. But then Proposition 1.1 implies that a~γx is semisimple, so thas x is semisimple a contradiction. Thus, every element of L is semisimple, and L is a torus. Thus, the faithful triangulable representation over k is actually diagonalizable over k, so that L is a split torus. 
Sketch of Proof
We now restate Corollary 1.5 as follows. THEOREM 
If k is perfect, L is triangulable if and only if L is separably triangulable.

DAVID J. WINTER THEOREM 2.3. L is separably triangurable if and only ifL = T 0 Nil L (direct sum of subspaces) for each maximal torus T of L.
Proof. One direction is clear. Suppose conversely that L/Nil L is a torus and let T be a maximal torus of L. Then (T + NilL)/NilL is a maximal torus of L/Nil L by [7, Theorem 2.16] [3] Proof. Let A = <x>. Since A is abelian, A=Γ0NilA by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, and α = # s +. x n with x s 6 Γ, x n e Nil A. The unicity of the x 8 , x n is proved as in the case of the classical Jordan decomposition of a linear transformation.
The decomposition x = x s + x n is called the Jordan decomposition of x.
3* Maximal triangulable subalgebras of L* Throughout the remainder of the paper, we assume that k is algebraically closed. THEOREM 
(Chwe [1]). Suppose that L consists of semisimple elements. Then L is a torus.
Proof. Suppose that x is a noncentral element of L. Then there is a nonzero element y eL with [y, x] = Xy for some nonzero scalar λ. But then (ad yfx = 0, so that (ad y)x -0 by the semisimplicity of ad 2/, a contradiction. Thus, every element of L is central, so that L is a torus*.
The reader may now easily prove Theorem 3.1 for any k if L is solvable or has a split maximal torus. Some of the following material can be generalized accordingly. p-ideal of N(U) . Thus, the quotient N(U)/U is a Lie p-algebra. Take xeN(U) and write x = x s + x n . Then the ^-subalgebra (x nf U) generated by x n and U is nil since x n normalizes U. But the maximality of U, it follows that x n e U. But then the element x+U=x. 7) is triangulable and 5 is maximal triangulable, it follows that J5 = N(U). Thus, JV(ί7) is maximal triangulable p-subalgebra of L.
Proof. One easily verifies that N(U)
The "converse" of Theorem 3.2 is that every maximal triangulable p-subalgebra B of L can be expressed as the normalizer B = N(U) of some maximal nil p-subalgebra U of L. This "converse" does not hold for any of the bad Lie ^-algebras which we now define. 
is a maximal nil psubalgebra of L and the corresponding maximal triangulable subalgebra is B = N(V) = Γ o φ V. Since LJU is a torus, U is the nil radical of L Q . Since £7 is not a maximal nil subalgebra of L, L o cannot be the normalizer of a maximal nil subalgebra of L. Thus the "converse" of Theorem 3.2 is false for all bad Lie p-algebras.
As an explicit example of a bad Lie ^-algebra L 9 let L -kt® T Q φ Uφkx where T o = ks, U has basis {x t -β|l ^ i ^ 6 -1}, s and the ^ are central, [t, x] Proof. One direction follows from Theorem 3.2 and the discussion following Definition 3.3. For the other, it suffices to prove the "converse" of Theorem 3.2 for every Lie p-algebra L which contains no bad p-subalgebras. Thus, let B be a maximal triangulable psubalgebra of such a Lie p-algebra L and write B as B = T + U where T is a torus and U = NilZ?. Then form JV = N(U), noting that NuB.
We claim that U is a maximal nil p-subalgebra of L and that B -JV = JV(Z7), thereby establishing the "converse" of Theorem 3.2 for L. Note first that T is a maximal torus of JV. For if S is a torus of JV containing T, then S 0 Ϊ7 is a triangulable p-subalgebra and contains the maximal triangulable p-subalgebra Γ + U, so that S 0 U = Γ 0 *7 and S = Γ. Thus, the centralizer C(T) oί Tin N is a Cartan subalgebra of JV (see [7, Theorem 2. 14]) and we have the root space decomposition JV = C(T) 0 Σ«* o ^V« of JV with respect to T. For xeC(T), we have x = x s + a? Λ with # 8 e T. Since cc H centralizes T and is a nilpotent element of JV normalizing U, the p-subalgebra (x % , U) generated by x n and U is nil and T + <«», U) is consequently a triangulable p-subalgebra containing the maximal triangulable p-subalgebra B. Thus, T + (x n , U) = B = T + U. This shows that x n eU, and therefore that x n eC(T)(MI. It follows that C(Γ)^Γ©7 where V is the nil p-subalgebra V = C(T)f)U. Now take any element xeN a with α ^ 0. Since (ad 1^, so that α(t) = 1 and [ί, x] = x. We then have T = T 0 ®kt where T Q is defined as the centralizer of x in T. We have shown that x p e T Q 0 TF, so it follows that x pβ e T o φ W o for all e ^ 1, W o == Center TF. Since the p-subalgebra kt φ Γ o Θ W o φ to of L cannot be a bad ^-subalgebra of L, by our hypothesis, we must have x pe = 0 for some e. But then x is nilpotent and normalizes U, so that T φ <#, 27> is triangulable and x e U as before. It follows that U contains every x in every N a with α: Φ 0, so that JV is just N = T φ U. That is, B = N. It remains to show that U is a maximal nil p-subalgebra of L. Suppose that it were not and let U £Ξ M where M is a maximal nil p-subalgebra of L. By EngeΓs theorem, ad U represented on the quotient space M/U has a nonzero eigenvector m + U with eigenvalue 0, so that m&U and (ad t/)?^ + U = 0 + U or [C7, m]c?7. That is, we have meN(U).
But m is nilpotent and we have seen that N(U) = TφU. Thus, meU, which contradicts our choice of m such that m$ U. Thus, U is a maximal nil ^-subalgebra of L and the maximal triangulable p-subalgebra B has the asserted form B = N(U).
The radical Rad L of L is the unique maximal solvable ideal of L, and it is easily seen to be a p-ideal of L containing the nil radical Nil L. It is convenient to also define the toral radical of L to be the maximal toral ideal TorL of L. 
We say that L is semisimple if Rad L = {0}. PROPOSITION 
L is semisimple if and only if
Proof. One direction is trivial. For the other, suppose that R = Rad L is not {0} and choose n such that R {n) = {0} and R {n~ι) Φ {0}.
) is abelian. If the maximal torus T of A is not {0}, then Tor L Φ {0} by Proposition 4.1. Otherwise A is a nil p-ideal of L and Nil L is not {0}. Proof. Write /= Tξ&U where T is a torus and 17= Nil I. Since C/0NΠL is a nil p-ideal, T+ϊ7 + NilL is a triangulable p-ideal containing I, so that J = T + 17 + Nil L and Nil LaU. 
